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Nu Boyana FX is a small boutique VFX studio with a 
signature mixture of creative thought, passion, and 
art, focused on bringing sometimes unnoticeable, but 
always unforgettable Pixel Perfect quality. We use our 
talent, creativity and know-how from the very best VFX 
studios from across the globe to face every challenge: 
advertising, music videos, feature length and short mov-
ies, stereo VR experiences, you name it. We can assist 
taking every visionary project ‘from script to screen’. 
bold. creative. vfx.

Nu Boyana FX Sofia, Bulgaria
VFX, Producer, CG Creatures Shop

Website: nuboyana.com/nu-boyana-fx
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PROIKO PROIKOV
(1927 – 2000)

Stills from the animated short “The Singing Cowboys“, 1984

ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL (IAFF) GOLDEN KUKER - 
SOFIA, AND BAICAA PATRON
Proiko Proikov is a famous Bulgarian artist, animator and direc-
tor who has introduced a multitude of young artists in the art 
of animation. His students will never forget the classes during 
which he has shared the professional secrets of the craft 
without concealing anything, cherishing the wish to see his 

young disciples prepared. Animation was everything to him, it was his whole life and its mean-
ing Proiko was an innovator who simplified and perfected the technology of classical animation 
and introduced a modern approach to the work. He had been studying this art ever since his 
childhood years, his idols being Walt Disney and Norman McLaren. 

Throughout his lifetime he collected books on the laws of movement and was happy that he 
succeeded in transferring all his knowledge to his students. He was one of the first who inte-
grated the movement of live action and animated characters in a single film.

Proiko was not a public figure. He was awarded by the Union of Bulgarian Film Makers (for his 
overall performance and for animation in particular), received awards at international festivals 
(Leipzig, Moscow, Varna) as well as a Special Diploma granted at the Festival of Festivals in 
London in 1980. An yet, what was most important to him was that his films were liked by the 
audience and viewers enjoyed them.

Let us recall Proiko Proikov one more time, the man and the artist.

Let us honor you, Proiko!
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MINISTRY OF CULTURE
The basic functions and tasks of the Ministry of Culture 
are to develop, coordinate and conduct the state policy 
for protection and development of culture.

The international cooperation is consistent with Bul-
garia’s policy in the fieldof international relations, the 
priorities of development of Bulgarian culture, agreeing 
with the legal basis. International cooperation includes 
activities such as recognition of Bulgarian cultural pres-
ence and the position of Bulgarian culture; building of a 
positive image of Bulgaria as a stable partner in interna-
tional cultural policy and international relations and plan-
ning, coordinating and supervising the work of Bulgarian 
cultural institutes abroad.

17, “Al. Stamboliiski” Blvd.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel. + 359/02/94 00 900
Fax: + 359/02/981 81 45
E-mail: press@mc.government.bg
www.mc.government.bg

NATIONAL FILM CENTER

The Bulgarian National Film Center is an Executive Agen-
cy of the Bulgarian Ministry of Culture that administrates 
the implementation of the Film Industry ct (FIA). The 
main functions of the Agency are to finance film produc-
tion, distribution and exhibition of films, to support the 
promotion of Bulgarian films in this country and abroad, 
to keep the register under FIA, to stimulate the develop-
ment of the film culture.

2A, Dondukov Blvd., 7th floor
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Tel.: + 359 (2) 9150 811
Fax: + 359 (2) 9150 827
E-mail: nfc@nfc.bg
www.nfc.bg

NATIONAL FILM ARCHIVE
The main responsibilities of Bulgarian National Film 
Archive at the moment are: to acquire, restore, preserve 
and store film and film related archival artefacts of the 
national and world culture; all kind of audio-visual doc-
uments with documentary, historic and cultural signifi-
cance; to organize the film libraries by cataloging them 
and preparing the supporting documentation; to use 
the libraries for science and research; to screen films on 
education and cultural events.

36, Gourko Str.
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
Repertoire: +359 (2) 987-02-96
Film archive: +359 (2) 987-13-92
Library: +359 (2) 986-23-75
Fax: +359 (2) 987-60-04
E-mail: filmoteka@bnf.bg
www.bnf.bg

SOFIA MINUCIPALITY - CULTURE DEPARTMENT
Prepares the cultural calendar of Sofia Minucipality, 
the summer program, festivals and previews , including 
international participation, as well as events with national 
institutions, art union, regional administrations, etx and 
coordinates the actions of Sofia’s “Culture“ program.

4, Slaveikov Sq., 4th floor
1000 Sofia, Bulgaria
tel.: + 359 (2) 988 20 08
fax: + 359 (2) 986 20 99
E-mail: dko_so@mail.bg

Bulgarian Institutions

Ladies and gentlemen,
The term “Bulgarian Animation School” was men-
tioned for the first time in connection with the 
Bulgarian Films Programme at a festival in Romania 
in 1970, where our country was awarded the collec-
tive prize for selection. But the very beginning of the 
“Bulgarian Animation School” was set even earlier in 
the early 1960s, by names like Todor Dinov, Donyo 
Donev and Stoyan Dukov. The “Bulgarian Animation 
School” imposes the parochial miniature with a 
philosophical subtext, the game with absurdity, the 
folklore and the national character. 

Since then, the Bulgarian animation cinema has 
gone a long way. The young generations of anima-
tors do not miss their chance to experiment with 
colour, rhythm, sound, plans, faces, and spaces… 
They prove that it does not matter with what 
funding you have, whether your movie is shot in a 
35-millimeter camera, or digitally captured, wheth-
er you are a graduate, a student, or you have an 

extensive experience behind your back. In the recent work of animators, we are increasingly 
seeing a serious interpretation of the global themes of modern times.

Bulgaria hosts also numerous international meetings among various film schools from all over 
the world, placing its name on the map of the Balkan, European and world film capitals. The 
international festivals for animated films not only present significant and innovative works from 
the contemporary cinema world in front of the audience, but also foster successful collabora-
tion between local and international filmmakers.

I believe that the creative process in the Bulgarian cinema needs continuous improvement 
and care, because in every film the level of thinking in the field of literature, music, fine arts 
and plastic arts, science, technology, informatics and the economy of the nation is reflected. 
Because, according to Jean-Luc Godard, “cinema is not an art, filming life. Cinema is in-between 
art and life: it both takes from and adds to life.” And the Bulgarian animation cinema gives us a 
lot of power and emotion, a philosophical look at life and self-esteem. I believe that the Bulgari-
an animated films will become more and more popular throughout the world, and they will win 
prize after prize even at the most prestigious world cinemas. Irrespectively of whether it con-
cerns for projects like Teodor Ushev’s “The Blind Vaysha”, which was nominated for “Oscar” for 
a short animated film, or “The Golden Apple” by Dimitar Petrov, which attracted the audience 
before being completed, or the new ideas of the “Golden palm” winner Rumen Petkov.  

I congratulate the team of the Bulgarian Association of Independent Cartoon Animation Artists 
(BAICAA), “Proiko Proikov” for continuing to “draw” strong bridges between young professionals 
from around the world. I believe that in this catalogue everyone could find excellent ideas for 
new successful creative partnerships.   

BOIL BANOV
Minister of Culture
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BULGARIA FUNDING FACTS BAICAA

State Aid
Public funding for Bulgarian film industry in 2017 amounts to about EUR 6 750 000 (BGN 13 200 
000). Under the Film Industry Act. The subsidy for Animation in 2016 is roughly EUR 222 527. 

Under Decision C(2012) 5572 of 2 August 2012, the European Commission has assessed the 
Bulgarian film support and decided to consider the aid contained therein as compatible with Ar-
ticle 107 (3) (d) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). The Bulgarian film 
support scheme, State aid SA.30569 (NN33/2010), is approved until 31 December 2017 on
the basis that the Bulgarian authorities have undertaken to implement any changes to the 
scheme, which may be required after the expiry of the Commission Communication on cine-
matographic and other audiovisual works.

The EU Acquis
Bulgaria joined the EU on 1 January 2007. The EU primary law regulates the polices in the field of 
culture as policies under the cognisance of each of the EU Members States. The Charter of Fun-
damental Rights of the European Union provides for both freedom of information and pluralism 
of the media and freedom of the arts and freedom to conduct a business. These four freedoms 
underlying the single domestic market are relevant to audiovision too. As the audiovisual sector 
has both
economic and cultural dimensions to it, the EU acquis deals also with economic issues, including 
competition and state aid standards. Bulgaria introduces on time the directives significant to the 
sector. The audiovision is in fact a reflection of the entire economic infrastructure
(it falls within the scope of the liberalization of the exchange of goods and services within the 
single European market) and this is where the EU law is best developed on uniting the market and 
the fisc, encouraging new technologies,but at the same time preserving the cultural specifics of 
the product.

International Legal Framework

Bulgaria is a party to a number of international legal acts, vital to film industry. Within the Council 
of Europe, Bulgaria is a party to the European Convention on Cinematographic Co-Production. 

In 2013, two more documents issued by the European Commission set important trends in the 
development of Bulgarian film industry: The EC’s Notification of the state aid scheme SA.30569 
(NN33/2010) and the Communication from the Commission on State aid for films and other 
audiovisual works (2013/C 332/01). The EC’s Notification of the state aid scheme for Bulgarian film 
industry gives estimated maximum amounts of 25 183 000 BGN on a yearly basis for 2017.

The republican budget has set aside BGN 13 200 000 for 2017. In fact, Bulgarian film industry 
will have by BGN 12m less this year in defiance of Article 17 of the Film Industry Act and the EC’s 
Notification of the state aid scheme. 

General Info
Bulgarian Association of Independent Cartoon Animation and Artists - Proiko Proikov. The 
Association was created 2009 year in Sofia, Bulgaria from some of most creative contempo-
rary bulgarian illustrators and animation artists. We are now officially 225 members, spread all 
over the globe. With our partnerships, competitions and events, we helped many of them buy 
equipment, find jobs and projects. We regularly hold creative meetups, inform about news and 
important events and help the members in many other ways. 

One of the goals of the Association is to contribute to the unification and development of the 
potential of Bulgarian animators, and we are uploading their works daily, to stimulate them and 
to be visible to producers and animators from all over the world in order to finding projects 
and work.

Our website is at www.baicaa.org and it contains information about BAICAA, its members, a 
gallery and news. The gallery contains animations, graphics, backgrounds, paintings, and char-
acter designs and can be seen at: www.baicaa.org/en/gallery/

Goals for 2018
With this publicaton, we aim to extent our effort and present BAICAA, its members and their 
projects at international events, such as film festivals, markets, meetups, etc. 

Governing Board

Nadezhda Dimitrova Slavova 
office@baicaa.org

Juri Sekulov Ivanov
animationfamily@abv.bg 

Evgeniya Grozdanova Spasova – Ivanova
animationfamily@abv.bg

Katia Nikiforova Mankova
katia.mankova@gmail.com

Contacts
1303 Sofia, 8 Zone B-5, en. A, 9 floor., ap. 46
mobile: +359 887 603 470;  +359 887 301 207 
phone: +359 2 9294500
www.baicaa.org
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THE INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION FILM FESTIVAL (IAFF) GOLDEN KUKER - SOFIA,
started its activity in October 2010 in Sofia and is the first festival of the art of animated films in 
Bulgaria since the new century. It is held every spring in May and is one of the most attractive 
cultural events in Bulgaria! The festival is a bridge between professionals from all over the world 
and succeeds in showing the best of Bulgarian and world animation, aiming to stimulate the cre-
ative expressions of animators from all over the world. IAFF GOLDEN KUKER - SOFIA plays a key 
role in the animation industry because it is organized by animators who produce animated films 
themselves which are interesting for people of different generations. IAFF Golden Kuker - Sofia 
shows a high level of professional performance and a huge international participation with plenty 
of works of talented people from all over the world.

During the festival and throughout the year, animators and audiences have the opportunity to 
attend professional master classes led by world-renowned directors and animators, exhibitions, 
seminars, round tables, presentations and impressive events related to the art of animation. 
Each year the festival focuses on the preservation of the environment, a traveling festival is held 
in the country as well.

It is organized by the animation studio ANIMART Ltd. www.animart-bg.com and the Bulgarian 
Association of Independent Animation Artists (BAIAA) “Proiko Proikov “(Legendary Bulgarian an-
imator) www.baicaa.org/en/gallery/ - a nonprofit organization. The Association was created and 
chaired by Ms. Nadezhda Slavova (animator, director and screenwriter of many animated films), 
she also created the festival as she its director.

Festival guests from all over the world have the opportunity to participate in tourist trip desti-
nations in order to see the sights of our beautiful and unique country Bulgaria. The grand prize 
is “GOLDEN KUKER”, the Special Prize is in the name of “Proko Proikov” and there are also other 
awards in different categories. IAFF GOLDEN KUKER - SOFIA is supported by the National Film 
Center, the Sofia Municipal Council, Sofia Municipality, the National Culture Fund, the Bulgarian 
National Television, the Bulgarian National Radio, the American Embassy, the Czech Cultural 
Center, the Hungarian Cultural Center, the Polish Institute - Sofia, the French cultural institute 
and by business companies in Bulgaria, who became its partners.bravely rolled up her sleeves 
and together with her colleagues from BAICAA organised The International Animation Film Fes-
tival Golden Kuker-Sofia. She then became an Art Director of the festival and carried out its 1st 
edition.
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As the creator and Chairwoman of the Bulgarian Association of Independent Artists 
and Animators BAICAA ‘’ Proyko Proykov ‘’ and Director of the International Animation 
Film Festival “GOLDEN KUKER – SOFIA”, in all their years of existence, we, with a great 
dedication stubborn labor and professionalism (with personal resources in most cas-
es), we managed to give a strong impetus to the development of Bulgarian animation. 
We strongly motivated not only our members - the young animators, but also stu-
dents and students from schools and universities in Bulgaria.

Through master classes and creative workshops, Bulgarian students and young en-
thusiasts managed to touch the top of the world animation.

In order to increase the popularity of the Bulgarian animation cinema and the discov-
ery of new talents, since 2009 till now I tried to gather in one ‘’ place ‘’ for all Bulgarian 
animators scattered around the world and in Bulgaria, extremely talented artists who 
make animation cinema and to organize each year the International Animation Film 
Festival “GOLDEN KUKER – SOFIA”.

So I made an association to collect them and called it the purest, honest and talented 
animator Proyko Proykov, who trained many young animators and made some of the 
most valuable films.

The most important objective of our Association is to contribute to the unification and 
development of the potential of Bulgarian animators, the development of Bulgarian 
animation cinema, support and protection of Bulgarian animated artists, the organiza-
tion of festivals and meetings in the field of cartoons, the active exchange and con-
tacts with foreign animation artists and elevating the prestige of Bulgarian animation 
cinema around the world.

February 2018

Nadezhda graduated from the National Fine 
Arts Academy. She is an animator, artist, direc-
tor and screenwriter and creates animation 
and corporative films, painting murals, graph-
ics, illustration, cartoon, ceramics. She publish-
es caricatures in newspapers and magazines.

Her author films are: of the film “WOW”, “Lucky”, 
“Kva-kva”, “The Flea”, “The Dream of varmint”, 
‘’The Minutes of Pony and Rudy’’, “The World 
of Deya” and 22 animation films by famous 
children’s songs.

Nadezhda Slavova
A few words to all fellow artists and animators

baicaa.org
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BAICAA 2018
236 Members, 

91 Included in this Catalogue

Quick Stats
7 Members working abroad in 5 Countries

45 % Animation as their primary skill

36 % Illustration

28 % Direction

Many use 3D techniques in projects for Games, 
Animated Series and 3D Printing. 

TOP Universities 
Krastyo Sarafov National Academy for Theatre and 

Film Arts 

New Bulgarian University
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Animation 3D Art

Skills needed 
Most animators start as a 3D artists and work 
their way up, or move across from hand-
drawn 2D animation.
• Experience of 2D or 3D animation
• techniques
• 3D modelling or rigging is useful
• Life drawing or acting skills
• A feel for character, movement and 

timing

Qualifications needed
An art degree helps to show you have the
ability and the discipline to apply yourself.
• An art-related degree is preferable.
• Online courses are a good option

Career progression in role
Some animators progress to senior ani-
mator positions and then become head of 
an animation department. Many positions 
are available for gaming projects, as well as 
animated series and feature films that are 
currently under development. Top recruiters 
require:

• Experience of 2D or 3D animation     
techniques

• 3D modelling or rigging is useful
• Life drawing or acting skills
• A feel for character, movement and 

timing

Salary guide for Bulgaria
Salary: BGN 18,000 - 26,000 annually
Senior Artists: BGN 33,000 - 48,000 annually

Skills needed 
• Experience of 3D modelling, texturing, 

lighting, etc.
• Autodesk Maya and Autodesk 3dsMax-

preferred, ZBrush is a plus
• An eye for detail and realism
• Meticulous and methodical

Qualifications needed
An art-related degree is always valuable,
whether that’s in fine art, illustration, comput-
er animation, graphic design or film. 
Attending specialized courses in 3D is a great 
way to position yourself above the next
applicant. However, studios will be looking
at your specific abilities as a 3D artist, and
so it’s essential that you have a showreel, or
at least a portfolio of your work.
• An art-related degree is preferable.
• Online courses are a good option

Career progression in role
Depending which area you specialise in, you
can go on to become a senior 3D artist, or
head of a department, such as modelling,
texture or layout. Then, as your experience
and skillset grows, it’s possible to rise 
through the ranks to become a VFX supervi-
sor, and lead on the entire project (or at least 
a big chunk of it) from conception to comple-
tion.

Salary guide for Bulgaria
Salary: BGN 21,600 - 28,800 annually
Senior Artists: BGN 31,200 - 42,000 annually

Animation is the process of creating the illusion of motion and shape change by means of the 
rapid display of a sequence of static images that minimally differ from each other. Animations 
can be recorded on either analogue media, such as a flip book, motion picture film, video 
tape, or on digital media, including formats such as animated GIF, Flash animation or digital 
video. To display animation, a digital camera, computer, or projector are used along with new 
technologies that are produced. Animation creation methods include the traditional anima-
tion creation method and those involving stop motion animation of two and three-dimension-
al objects, such as paper cutouts, puppets and clay figures. Images are displayed in a rapid 
succession, usually 24, 25, 30, or 60 frames per second.

The process of creation of a any digital three-dimensional surface of an object, using spe-
cialized software. The product is called a 3D model. It can be displayed as a two-dimensional 
image through a process called 3D rendering or used in a computer simulation of physical 
phenomena. 3D Modelling differs and requires specific limations, related to the project, 
whether its a film, game, of animated short. The model can also be physically created using 
3D printing devices.
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Alexander graduated Classical Animation in 2000 at Sheridan college of 
Arts in Oakville, Canada and previously in 1997 Fine Arts in York Univer-
sity, Toronto. He is currently working on bluckbuster film titles at Method 
studios Vancouver as a Senior and Character animator. Alexander has 
completed shots for “Thor Ragnarok”, “Black panther”, “The Greatest 
Showman”, “X Men”, “Okja”. At MPC Montreal, he worked on “Ghost in the 
shell” and “Alien-Covenant”. During his stay at Ubisoft Sofia until 2016, 
he was Senior Character animator for AAA titles working on Animatics, 
Motion capture and keyframe animation.

Alexander Filipov Vancouver, Canada
Animator, VFX Artist

Recent projects: Black Panther 2018, Thor Ragnarock 2017, Alien Covenant 2017

imdb.com/name/nm1562990

An emotional human who likes wandering alone in space, searching for 
extraordinary in the ordinary. Born in a family of artists, found interest 
in painting at a very young age, later developed passion for sculpture 
and graphic design. Loves experimenting with every art technique that 
reaches her heart. Angela shares the thoughts behind her artworks with 
nobody. She prefers spilling her soul quietly in the process of making an 
œuvre, believing that the viewer will find dusts of magic for himself.

Angela Pencheva Sofia, Bulgaria
Graphic design, Illustration, Painting

Recent projects: 2017

paralleldimensions.net
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Anita Toncheva is an author, director and animator of the project “Ad-
ventures of Lilly”. She graduated in 2013 with Animation and Illustration 
degree from New Bulgarian University. During her last year of studies 
she won a full scholarship called “Bulgarian young leaders program” 
sponsored by America for Bulgaria Foundation and IIE and took classes 
in the VCD and Fine arts programs at Kent State University in Ohio, USA. 
She is a volunteer in different NGOs in Bulgaria and abroad. Leads art-
clay workshops for children, animation classes for children and youth, 
writes and illustrates children books, participates in contemporary art 
exhibitions. Enjoys yoga and swing dancing.

Anita Toncheva-Niasi Sofia, Bulgaria
Art director, Graphic designer, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017

myaniway.com 

Anna Milousheva was born in Moscow in 1983. In 2002 graduated from 
the School of applied Arts in Sofia and later got her Master’s degree in 
Direction of Animation at National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts 
in Sofia, Bulgaria. The film “Contemporary Tale” was her her graduation 
film. At the present she works as a freelance Director of Animation, Illus-
trator and produces handmade artwork. 

Anna Milousheva Sofia, Bulgaria
Director, animator, illustrator

Recent projects: 2017

annamilousheva.com
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Animator and supervisor of numerous Bulgarian and international 2D 
animated full length films and series. In 2013 Antoaneta made her own 
animated film Because of Mum, which was honoured at many interna-
tional film festivals, received several prizes and was bought by ARTE tele-
vision network. In the past 6 years Antoaneta has worked in the sphere 
of publishing and has illustrated the products of Clever Book publishing 
house. Her own products are already sold internationally with copy-
right licences purchased in several countries. In addition to her art and 
publishing enterprises, Antoaneta has also taken up photography and is 
quickly gaining experience to add to her natural talent.

Antoaneta Chetrafilova-Angelova Sofia, Bulgaria
Graphic designer, Illustrator, Animator

Recent projects: 2017

Atanas was born in Bulgaria and have finished the Academy of Aplied 
arts in Prague, Czech Republic in 1980. His specialty is illustration and 
design. After living and working in Bulgaria and France, he has settled in 
Canada 20 years ago. In 2001, he founded the Hartiatoys® company in 
Montreal with Maria Valkova as a graphic design company, specializing 
in creating paper toys. Its products are distributed in Canada, the US,       
Japan, Australia and Europe (www.hartiatoys.com). In 2006 his paper 
toys have won the Quebec design prize Grafika - special category.

Atanas Mihalchev Montreal, Canada
Graphic designer 

Recent projects: 2017

hartiatoys.com 
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Animation has been my passion for as long as I can remember.  After 
finishing my Master’s degree in Animation from New Bulgarian University 
I ventured into the world of mobile gaming by working as an animator in 
TabTale. I’m currently a 2d animator in Cayetano Gaming and I occasion-
ally mentor children in Stop motion animation workshops.

Bianka Tashkova Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator

Recent projects: 2017

vimeo.com/user18472156
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Boris has been working in the entertainment industry for about 5 years. 
For all intents and purposes he is a self taught artist. In 2012 he gradu-
ated the University of Worcester UK with a BA of Illustration and shortly 
after started working in a small studio on his first mobile game project. 
For the last few years he has been working as a freelancer, being part 
of many great teams and interesting projects. He enjoys working in a 
variety of styles and tend to take on very different art jobs just to keep 
things interesting. Ideally I lean more towards a more painterly ap-
proach.  Currently he is a background artist for a small animation studio, 
working on our first pilot episode.

Boris Stoyanov Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Concept artist, Background artist

Recent projects: 2017

behance.net/Crowling

Born 1967 in Sofia, Bulgaria, Graduated from NATFA animation school 
& Sofia animated film studio courses in 1989, grades in: theory of the 
drama, live drawing,  2D classic animation, layout. 

Works as freelancer cartoons, comic strips, illustrations, character de-
sign, clip-art..

Boris Klisurski Sofia, Bulgaria
Character Design, Illustration

Recent projects: 2017

bobbart.deviantart.com 
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Boyko was born in 1939 in Sofia. In 1966 - he graduated with a sculpture 
profile from the National Arts Academy in Sofia. The next three years 
he works as an artist in film center “Boyana”, at the feature films studio. 
Since 1969 he transitioned in animation and worked as background 
artist, animator, director and creative director. In 1980 he started 
making his own films as director. He holds over 40 international awards 
for animation, with a selection for his animated short „Smachkan svyat“ 
Grande Prix, - Annecy, 1987, Animatographe - Annecy, 1987, Silbert 
dragon - Krakow, 1987, Jury award - Ottawa, 1988 Nominated for Oscar 
- Los Angeles, 1989. His short „Ravnovesie“ (Balance) won the animation 
award in Cannes, 1981.

Boyko Kanev Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Director

Recent projects: 2017

kanevmusic.com

Christo is founder, chairman & CEO of Mediafilm LTD.  He has graduated 
as Animation Director at the National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts 
“Kr. Sarafov”. Since 2007 he has been a lecturer there - „ANIMATION and 
VIRTUAL DESIGN” course,. He also specialized in Animation Directing un-
der the TEMPUS Program (EASEA) in Belgium and Greece. His debut was 
in the early 1990s as an animated cartoon artist and director and later 
on as a supervisor in commercial and philosophical author animation.  
Christo began his creative activity in the field of applied and fine arts. He 
is actively engaged in painted advertising, graphic design and animation 
film production. 

Christo Karaivanov Sofia, Bulgaria
Art Director, Director, Concept Artist

mediafilm.bg

Recent projects: 2017
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Born 1972 in Yugoslavia. Graduated from the Art College in Belgrade in 
1995. Worked in various animation studios in Belgrade,
Serbia; Budapest, Hungary and Sofia, Bulgaria. His films took part in 
various film festivals. Filmography includes films: Porodica Dolby (Dolby 
Family) - 2005; Forbidden - 2008; How to Cross the Street - 2010, etc...
Currently living in Sofia, Bulgaria with my family. Working on different 
commercial and personal animation projects, making comics, videos and 
music.

Dalibor Rajninger Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Art director, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017

youtube.com/user/dabalius 

Currently living in Sofia, Bulgaria with my family. Working on different 
commercial and personal animation projects, drawing illustrations and 
comics.

Evelina Rajninger Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Animator

Recent projects: 2017

facebook.com/evelinarajninger
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Daniel has been working in the field of graphics and design since 1995. 
In 2006 he finished him B.A. in Classical Animation at Kremikovtzi Anima-
tion College, Bulgaria. 1995 - Great Bear Technology - 2D animator 2D 
animation creation. 2000 - Electric Dog Multimedia - Graphic designer/
modeller 2004 - Anima ART - Graphic designer/animator/video compos-
iting 2006 - Playtech Bulgaria - Graphic designer/UI designer/Production 
driven graphics. Currently he works as a freelance illustrator and design-
er.

Daniel Kombakov Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Animator, Graphic designer

Recent projects: 2017

instagram.com/kokombada 

Animator and Motion Graphics  professional with international expe-
rience in short films and commercials. His work includes projects for 
History Channel, Lacoste, “We are Water” Foundation, Ford, Chrysler, 
the Detroit Symphony Orchestra and others.  His graduation short film 
“Imitator” was presented at several international film festivals, including 
“Cannes Lions” in Cannes, France.  Danny is currently based in London, 
England.

Danny Lazarov Sofia, Bulgaria / London, UK
Animation, Direction, 3D Graphics

Recent projects: 2017

vimeo.com/dannylazarov
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Dimana was born in 1997 in Sofia, Bulgaria and she has lived there all 
her life. She always had an interest in drawing, but until when she was 
about 16-17 I thought it was something you either could or couldn’t 
do and she thought she was in the category that couldn’t. She has had 
about a year and a half worth of drawing lessons and the rest is being 
self-taught. Dimana is am currently studying animation, though at the 
same time she seem to be drawn more towards realism/semi-realism 
and painting. Her passion to study animation and become an animator 
made her confess her desire to learn to draw and made her dare to try 
and she’s really glad she did! 

Dimana Doykova Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Concept artist, Painter

Recent projects: 2017

facebook.com/tomatodim

Dimitar got his Masters degree as an Animation Director at NATFA in 
2003, graduating from Professor Donyo Donev’s class.
Director, animator, editor, co-writer and sound designer of 13 short 
animated films, which participated in over 300 international animation, 
shortfilm, new media, video art festivals, receiving over 30 awards.
Along with the above, he makes animated stage sets for theatrical 
performances, as well as all sorts of digital, and drawn productions as a 
freelance artist.

Dimitar Dimitrov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animation, Direction, 3D Graphics

Recent projects: Grandmother 2017, Me inspiring death 2017

vimeo.com/user26596415 
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Dimiter is currently the showrunner/Art director of “The Golden Apple” 
series, and also one of the founders and CEO of “Studio Zmei” - the 
cloud-based animation studio behind the project.

Before “Studio Zmei”, he specialized in layout and background design for 
animation, and did some freelance and studio work, including for places 
such as Cartoon Network Studios Europe, Huts JWT and Strata advertis-
ing. He’s interested in 2d and 3d animation, design, illustration, comics, 
their history and their impact on modern-day society.

Studio Zmei is a cloud-based 2d animation and design studio. Although 
based in Sofia, we use all the advantages of modern technology to work 
with talents from all across the world. The studio’s flagship project is a 
prime example of this - a crowd-funded animated series, based on Bul-
garian legends and folklore, called The Golden Apple. Currently, Studio 
Zmei is working on the pilot episode of the series, in a co-production 
with the Bulgarian National Television, and international distribution 
handled by the French company Dandelooo. We are expanding our 
team and planning to work on even more high-quality, interesting and 
challenging projects – be it original productions, international collabora-
tions or commission work. 

Dimitar Petrov Sofia, Bulgaria Studio Zmei Sofia, Bulgaria
Directing, Illustration Animation, Direction, Concept Design

Recent projects: Golden Apple Series (2017) Recent projects: Golden Apple Series (2017)

studiozmei.com studiozmei.com
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Emil studied animation in the National Theater and Film Academy. After 
graduating, he started working as a professional animator in Sofia Cine-
ma Center and after 3 years of working there, he was offered a contract 
in the newly formed Steven Spielberg’s “Amblimation” studio in London. 
He was there for 4 years and then went on working for studios like Walt 
Disney, Warner Bros and Jim Henson’s Creature Shop in UK. After 16 
years working and living in England, Emil went to work in the Motion 
Picture Industry as a VFX Supervisor. He has got numerous awards in the 
animation and TV industry and continues to work in the Movie Industry 
at present.

Emil Sergiev Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Director, Storyboard artist

Recent projects: 2017

artblr.com/emilsergiev



Evgenia worked from 1991 in Animation film studio Boyana in Sofia. In 
1990 she was an animator for Panonia Film Budapest on the feature 
film “The Princess and the Goblins”. Between 1993 and 2000 she was in 
Budapest in the teams of many feature film productions and series such 
as: Warner Bros, Sega Games, Cartoon Film, Nelvana, Animania-USA and 
more. From 2004 until 2017 she was invited for supervisor for produc-
tion of “Kleiner Dodo”, and “The Little Polar Bear 2”. She has created 
several children’s books for the Italian company RAI - Animated Books. 
From 2009, she worked as a computer animator and graphic designer in 
Euro Games Technology. Currently, she is working freelance.

Evgenia Spasova Pernik, Bulgaria
Game Artist, Illustrator, Animator

Recent projects: 2017

jenispasova.wixsite.com/animationportfolio
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Yuri graduated in 1988 classic animation in NATFA “Krastyo Sarafov” under 
the guide of Proyko Proykov. From 1989 to 2000 he worked in Hungary as 
lead animator, layout and concept artist in “Panonia Film Studio”, Varga stu-
dio international and Sega games. During 2004-2007 he was an animation 
supervisor of the productions “Dodo” and “Lars” for Cartoon Film. In 2008-
2009 he worked on projects for RAI - animated books in the technique of 
digital painting animation. From 2011 he has been working as a computer 
designer, animator and concept artist. He owns prizes for original cartoons 
and participated in art exhibitions. Member of the Board of the BAICAA, the 
Union of the Bulgarian Artists and the Union of Filmmakers.

Yuri Sekulov Bulgaria
Director, Animator, Concept artist

Recent projects: 2017

toonfamily.wixsite.com/yurisekulov
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Evtim is a 2D and 3D artist. He received his bachelor’s degree in tradi-
tional arts in 2012 from the University of “St. st. Kiril i Metodi” in Veliko 
Tarnovo in Bulgaria. There he studied a variety of art disciplines such as 
sculpture, oil painting, drawing, graphics, etc. He has expert knowledge 
in Zbrush, Maya, 3Ds Maxand Adobe Photoshop, After Effects, Marvelous 
designer, Roadkill ( for uv-unwrapping), and a good understanding of 
several game engines. 

Evtim Todorov Sofia, Bulgaria
3D Modeler, Animator, Concept artist

Recent projects: 2017

krustnikat.wixsite.com/evtim-todorov-art
42
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Eugene is classically trained artist, with a Bachelor in Fine Arts - Majoring 
in Graphics. He has 30 years experience in the fields of animation and 
graphic design, both in Europe and Australia. He established his position 
as Senior Animator on the acclaimed international feature Felix the Cat, 
produced at Pannonia Film in Hungary, and in 15 short films, which he 
directed as co-founder of Cadence Animation Studio, Bulgaria. After a 
successful career in Europe, Eugene moved to Australia to participate in 
the animated feature film Blinky Bill. His experience at all levels of film 
and TV production helps him to provide customised animation services 
at the highest professional level.

Eugene Linkov Sydney, Australia
Director, Designer, Storyboard Artist

Recent projects: 2017

Fiko was born in 1949 in the town of Lovech and has five unsuccessful 
attempts to enter the Academy of Fine Arts in Sofia. He spent two terms 
at the Theological Academy. Since 1971, he has worked in the sphere 
of caricature, book design, poster design, painting and animation. Since 
1973 he has worked in the Animation Studio in Sofia. In 1975, he began 
art directing the work of director Hristo Topouzanov. He has 5 produc-
tion design credits in the films: “If”, “2000 Wonders”, “At the Salute”, “I 
Want to Paint”, etc. He has made two films of his own. He has designed 
backgrounds for the series “The Three Fools” by Donyo Donev, as well as 
for his own other cartoons. Created over 60 posters for Bulgarian and 
foreign films. 

Fiko Fikov Sofia, Bulgaria
Painter, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017
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Filip, also known as Trasher, is an animation, visual and design artist 
from Sofia. A New Bulgarian University graduate in Animation, he is 
mainly a freelance artist with a few solid years in advertising for Saat-
chi & Saatchi Sofia. Fascinated by many different technical and stylistic 
approaches he dabbles in 2D, 3D and stop motion animation, motion 
graphics, canvas, graffiti, digital art, advertising design and visual identity. 
Characters and things in his animation and video work are quirky and in-
nocently witty. Filip doesn’t fix himself on certain shapes or patterns and 
it seems he always strives to be a different type of artist every day.

Filip Tsarov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Motion Designer, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017

scandalar.com 
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George has a Master’s degree in Drama Theater Direction. Ha has cre-
ated more than seventy performances professional stage in over twenty 
theaters in Bulgaria and abroad. 
Svetlana Urumova (on the next page) studied production and costume 
design in  “National High School for Stage and Screen Arts”. She gradu-
ated the National Academy of Theater and Film Arts. Together with the 
director George Kaitsanov she realized stage design (set, costume and 
puppets) for over forty theatrical projects. Svetlana and George choose 
to work in a freelance EIC to avoid the limitations of repertoire policy 
and gain the advantage of meeting and working with different theatrical 
groups and actors on concrete projects to which they have personal 
creativity interest. They explore the mutual transfusion of the means of 

Georgi Kaytzanov Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Director, Producer, Script-writer

Svetlana Urumova Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Animator, Storyboard artist, Art director

Recent projects: 2017

sites.google.com/site/svetlanaurumova

expression from different arts, such as include multimedia films to enrich 
visual insight into live theatrical performance. They are invited to make 
a series of music videos in which they use the means of animation. This 
process naturally evolved into the creation of author’s animation projects. 
“The only reason for the existence of our art is that we can present on 
the stage or on the screen an original view of the world. Aspect, who will 
keep the consciousness of the audience awake, sharpening her eyes on 
the mystery of the existence; to clear our secret thoughts, to curb im-
pulses of our subconscious fear and ambition. The original look and the 
artistry of form are the reason people to stop, to look at us with interest, 
and maybe then with attention ... “  Svetlana and George.
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She began drowing since the moment when she could hold the pencil, 
and in 2007 she got her first graphic tablet. All this drawing brought her 
to New Bulgarian University, where in 2013 she began to study Graphic 
Design, because the design for her is no less passion for the illustration. 
In addition to working with larger companies, she has always managed 
to find time for side projects and exhibitions.Through her Facebook and 
Instagram accounts, Gloria  publishes works and projects each week to 
more than 10,000 followers. In her drawings you will almost always find a 
beautiful face, flowers, melancholy note and many small details. 

Gloriya Shugleva Sofia, Bulgaria
Ilustrator, Graphic Designer

Recent projects: 2017

behance.net/gloria_shugleva

To anyone facing this epic description, let me first welcome you and 
salute the willingness to read. There is only couple of you left anyway!  I 
worked as an Illustrator for different companies, from casino games to 
the mischievous, mind numbing kid apps that parrents are so in love 
with. And yes, I also catched the trend with the board games. I continue 
to struggle with illustrations and descriptions till this day. 

Iliyan Tsvetanov Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustration, Character Design, Concept art

Recent projects: 2017

artstation.com/basterix
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Ilka Peycheva is an illustrator born in Varna, Bulgaria. She worked as 
storyboard artist for multiple productions in “WWFX”, Sofia, Bulgaria. 
In 2008-2009 she was part of the team working on Konstantin Vitkov’s 
2D animation “Judo Monkey”.  Ilka has four individual exhibitions: “Re-
cord the Street”, 2010, Sofia; “Girls’ Records”, 2011, Sofia; “My Records”, 
2011, Sevlievo; “Do you remember how it used to be?”, 2012, Sofia. Ilka 
took part in “The Big Art Show” group exhibition (2007) in Philadelphia, 
USA and in “Supermercato in Neverland” (2012) in Bolzano, Italy. She is 
co-founder and designer of Vintage Sofia and Shirtwise.

Ilka Peycheva Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Storyboard artist

Recent projects: 2017

behance.net/ilkaishappy

Ina is a 3D and 2D artist and animator, specializing in character and environ-
ment creation with interests in both traditional and computer art and anima-
tion. She currently works at Euro Games Technology as a 3D artist. Before 
that, she was a Computer Animator in Casino Solutions. I has a Master’s De-
gree in Computer Games Design from the National Academy of Arts, Bulgar-
ia and a BA as a computer animator from NATFA. She is mostly experienced 
in modeling and texturing, but gaining skills in animation, lighting, rendering, 
compositing and drawing as well.

Ina Stanisheva Bulgaria
3D Modeler, Animator, Graphic designer

Recent projects: 2017

sti571.wixsite.com/stanishevaportfolio/about
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Ivan is a versatile artist with experience and realized projects and exhibitions 
in the field of graphic techniques, acrylic and oil, dry pastel, comic, carica-
ture, animation, illustration for children’s literature and digital conceptual 
art. With 15 exhibitions, three of which abroad, a short animated film, and 
book illustrations. He has a Bachelor’s degree in animation at New Bulgarian 
University and a Master’s degree in Graphic Design, Comics and Illustration 
in the place where all the Renaissance began - Florence.
He graduated his animation education with a completed short animated 
short film, which was selected and projected during the 2011 Balkanima 
festival in Belgrade. 

Ivan Bogoev Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Animator, Graphic designer, Concept artist

Recent projects: 2017

artstation.com/vanbog

Ivan is working in several gaming and design companies and is currently 
a Graphic Designer in Puzl Coworking Sofia.

Ivan Berov Sofia, Bulgaria
Graphic design, Concept art, Illustration

Recent projects: 2017

behance.net/Berov
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Ivan is a 3D Artist, who loves games, comics, toys and movies. He used 
digital tools such as ZBrush to make his creations. He likes to explore 3D 
printing, which gives a real dimension for the creator. 

Ivan Spasov Sofia, Bulgaria
3D Artist, Concept Artist

Recent projects: 2017

artstation.com/artist/ivanspasov

Always been fascinated with telling stories visually.
Spent 11 years working in the gaming industry, where I worked
on few Assassin’s Creed titles. Now I am working on couple graphic novels.
What I am interested in is exploring ways to tell stories be it through comics, 
concept art, illustration, animation, etc. 

Ivan Koritarev Sofia, Bulgaria
Visual Storyteller, Concept Artist

Recent projects: Court of the Dead, Sideshow Collectibles

drazebot.deviantart.com
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Ivelin is from the city of Gabrovo, Bulgaria. He is the author of three 
animation shorts - „Evolution“ (2011), „H2O“ (2015), and „Civilization“ 
(2015). He worked on motion pictures for WorldWideFX studio and a 
MMO game for Waphoo studio. He participated in world festivals and ex-
hibitions. In 2011, he graduated „Art College“ in Sofia, subject animation. 
In 2015, he finished his BA in animation from New Bulgarian University. 
Ivelin uses various 2D and 3D software for digital and classic drawing, 
2D and 3D animation,  3D modeling and texturing, visual effects, photo 
manipolations, editing and more.

Ivelin Dimitrov Gabrovo, Bulgaria
3D Modeler, Animator, Concept artist

Recent projects: The Hitman’s Bodyguard (2017), Civilization (2015)

facebook.com/The Art Of Ivelin Dimitrov 
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Ivelina is a Sofia-based experimental animator. Her main source of inspi-
ration are urban spaces and their sociological and psychological impact. 
Ivelina’s works are mixed-media, combining a variety of techniques 
including stop motion, digital collage and watercolour rotoscoping. Her 
aim for artistic development is to build up on the skill of melting the 
border between digital and analogue aesthetics to achieve alternative 
modes of representation.

Animator, Director, Rotoscoping Artist, Illustrator, Painter
Ivelina Ivanova Sofia, Bulgaria

Recent projects: Dragonheart: Battle for the Heartfire 2017, Spider-Man Unlimited 2016

vimeo.com/iviivanova
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Hristo has worked until now as a graphic and product designer and a 3D 
modeler. He uses Maya, Cinema4D, ZBrush, Unity, Photoshop, Illustrator 
and other programs. At the moment he works as a 3D artist at WWFX, 
where he creates 3D scenes and animations that turn into Virtual Reality.

Hristo Pavlov Sofia, Bulgaria
3D Modeler, Animator, Concept artist

Recent projects: 2017

hpavlov.cgsociety.org

Kaloyan is also known as Stoyanov art. His illustrative style has gathered 
him recognition and a vast portfolio working as a concept artist, and 
a matte painter for film and games projects. His artworks even have a 
niche in the American t-shirt market. At the moment he is a freelance 
designer, selling his artworks mainly on Facebook. :)

Kaloyan Stoyanov Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept artist, Matte painter, 3D Modeler

Recent projects: 2017

artstation.com/kaloqnstoqnov 
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Katia graduated from NATFA - course animation for Film and TV.  She 
has exparience as a director, storyboard and layout artist, character 
designer and illustrator. She has worked at various animation studios in 
Sofia, Bulgaria as well as in Budapest, Hungary. Creating her own proj-
ects and films.

Katia Mankova Sofia, Bulgaria
Director, Animator, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017
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Kosta is a versatile artist with 18 years of experience and a wide range of 
skills. He can work in any artistic style. He strives to genuinely contribute 
and have as much creative input as possible, constantly generating tons 
of ideas, which makes working with him very difficult. Cause you have to 
sift through all that extra stuff. But otherwise he’s generally cool to work 
with and would easily fit any team. Loves writing about himself in third 
person. Also loves travel so if he’s needed for temporary work inhouse, 
this might be arranged no matter where in the Milky Way Galaxy you are 
located. Currently based in the Solar System.

Kosta Atanasov Sozopol, Bulgaria
Galactic Freelancer

Recent projects: Fieldrunners Attack! 2017

artstation.com/kostaatanasov

Ever since he was a kid, Lyubomir has been drawn to monsters. He used 
to draw basically any creature that he’d fall in love with and “perfect” 
them by adding features from his own imagination. As years went by, 
his passion evolved into digital sculpting as soon as he got his hands 
on Zbrush. That was the moment he realized that 3D was his thing or 
destiny, if you will. The ever growing desire to explore more of the digital 
sculpting world has never let him go and it became his lifetime goal to 
work professionally as a creature/monster designer going beyond the 
limits of creativity itself.

Lyubomir Spirov Veliko Tarnovo, Bulgaria
3D Modeler

Recent projects: 2017

artstation.com/lifelover
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Margarita studied sculpture in Art school and graduated with a Master’s 
degree in Animation from the National Academy for Theatre and Film 
Arts “Krastio Sarafov”. Currently she is working as an illustrator, using 
digital painting techniques in Photoshop.

Margarita Stamenova Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Concept artist, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017

artstation.com/artist/margiestamenova

Martin loves everything that has to do with architecture and environ-
ment - from the design of a small lamp to the creation of a whole city. 
He is passionately devoted to concept art, architecture and design. In his 
spare time Martin likes to travel, take pictures or just create traditional 
art.

Martin Evlogiev Sofia, Bulgaria
Architect, 3D Modeler, Photograper

Recent projects: 2017

behance.net/Evlogiev
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Marta is a character designer and illustrator with a strong passion for 
animation, who is always looking for new exciting projects. At the mo-
ment she is working as a character designer on an animated feature film 
for the SPA Studios in Madrid, as well as freelance for the Golden Apple 
animated series in Bulgaria. She has over four and a half years of expe-
rience working both in the animation and game design scene for major 
studios like Hahn Film, Constantin Film and Game Duell in Germany, 
where she was previously situated.

Marta Andreeva Madrid, Spain
Character Design, Visual Development, Illustration

Recent projects: Golden Apple series 2017

martaandreeva.tumblr.com

Maya has worked on the development, drawing and animation of 
mobile apps, PC games, books, educational materials, designs and 
many others, in the education field. She has als created films, school-
books and games for school and kindergarden projects. A select list 
of her clients include Microsoft, Disney, Hudson Soft Co, Sopharma, 
Chipi, Ecobulpak, Ecopak, Ministry of Environment and water, Intime, 
Speedy, EVN, Foundation Elevator Safety, many publishers in Bulgaria, 
as well as many other smaller clients.

Maya Bocheva Sofia, Bulgaria
Direction, Animation, Illustration

Recent projects: Who lit the moon? (2017), This and that (2015)

tatcreative.com

http://tatcreative.com
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Martin is a freelance character artist. He loves the whole process from 
ideation and concepting to all the technicalities in production. Bringing 
a character from idea to completion is what he enjoys the most. During 
the last years he had the chance to work on various projects ranging 
from TV series, illustration, toy design, concept art and game art. He also 
has a deep passion for teaching and run regularly Zbrush and character 
design workshops at Cgzen.com

Martin Punchev Sofia, Bulgaria
Character Designer, Digital Sculptor, Educator

Recent projects: 2017

vertexbee.com
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Melina was born in Sofia, but because of her love for the big spaces, the 
nature and the sea, she moved to live in Burgas. Her childhood passion 
for drawing has also become her carreer. She graduated from  high 
school with a fine arts education and continued her studies at the New 
Bulgarian University where she studied Animation Cinema. She has been 
working on my profession for many years, and every successive project 
she realizes with great will and inspiration. She will never be bored to 
see how an idea is realized in something beautiful and becomes accessi-
ble to the general public.

Melina-Elina Bondokova Burgas, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Animator, Director

Recent projects: 2017

melinaelina.wix.com/vizar 

pavilioncreative.net
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Milena a.k.a “Pipi“ has been working in VFX cartoons, animation, con-
temporary art. She is a student of the famous and innovative bulgarian 
artist - Doyitchin Roussev. In 2012 she graduated from NBU’s Animation 
Directing Program and in 2013 she started working as a VFX Artist at Nu 
Boyana Film Studios - Sofia, Bulgaria. Two years later she started working 
for Cinemotion. Since then she worked on projects such as The Legend 
of Hercules (2014)3D, The Man with the Iron Fists 2 (2015), Dragonheart: 
Battle for the Heartfire (2017), Woody Woodpecker (2017). Pipi is pas-
sionate about films and filmmaking, generally bringing something still to 
life.

Milena Ivanova - Pipi Sofia, Bulgaria
VFX Artist, Illustrator, Animator

Recent projects: Battle for the Heartfire (2017), Woody Woodpecker (2017)

facebook.com/vileculla

Mina studied Theatre and Stage Design in college at Plovdiv, and spe-
cialised in Dresden, Germany. She graduated animated film directing 
in NATFA, and the Academy for Visual Arts (La Cambre), Brussels. Her 
student films “Contrasts” ’92, “Monday again” ’96 and “Un verre ou deux” 
’98, screened at many festivals and received awards. Mina subsequent-
ly worked in London on numerous projects, including couple of Disney 
features. She designed and directed the six-minute dream sequence in 
“Christmas Carol the Movie” in 2001. Her later work includes five Co-op 
commercials and music videos. In 2008, she founded Activist 38 with 
Vesela Kazakova, after their successful collaboration on the documentary 
“Because of Her” and is currently engaged on film projects development.

Mina Mileva Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Director, Concept artist

Recent projects: The Beast is still alive 2016

activist38.com
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Miro started drawing at the age of 16 when he was playing games more 
than 10 hours a day when he realized that this is his vocation and he 
must follow it. After lots of long, painful nights of hard work and skills im-
provement he decided to step into digital art. His hobbies are in photog-
raphy, watching movies and playing games for inspiration. The favorite 
artists list of his include Paul Bonner, Frank Frazetta, Craig Mullins, Jon 
Foster, Aleksi Briclot, Marko Djurdjevic, Justin Sweet and many more. He 
works as a freelancer for many companies around the globe.

Concept Art, Illustration, Art Direction
Miroslav Petrov Sofia, Bulgaria

Recent projects: Dragonheart: Battle for the Heartfire 2017, Spider-Man Unlimited 2016

artofmiro.com

I’m just a tiny encyclopedia of weirdness, made of water and colors, uni-
versal dust and flaws. I like to draw small words and moments, because I 
believe they carry the essence of galaxies.

Nadezhda Todorova Sofia, Bulgaria
Graphic designer, Photographer, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017

instagram.com/numbsy 
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My name is Nikolay Bebanov. By profession I am a cartoonist and 
cartoon illustrator. I have graduated from Varna Free University “Cher-
norizets Hrabar” - Varna, at the Faculty of Film and TV Art in Sofia, 
Bulgaria, with specialty “Directing for animation.” I have many participa-
tions in exhibitions, festivals, pleiners. I have exhibitions in Bulgaria and 
Germany.

Nikolay Bebenov Sofia, Bulgaria
Comics, Storyboard artist, Painter

Recent projects: 2017

nickbebenov.blogspot.bg 

Nikolay is Bulgarian animator, illustrator and director, whose interests 
are mostly in 2D animation. He has graduated “New Bulgarian Universi-
ty” with bachelor degree in “Animation”. Nikolay is interested mostly in 
“Motion design”, frame by frame animation and minimalistic illustration 
design.

Nikolay Ivanov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Illustrator, Director

Recent projects: 2017

nikolayivanov.eu
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Nikolay is a post - production specialist, with passion for animation, co-
lour grading, VFX and motion graphics. He founded Enter Studio - a small 
production and post - production company in 2014. For the short time 
in the industry, Enter Studio won the trust of many customers from the 
fields of music, film, television and business. Solving technical or creative 
problems is one of his strengths.

Nikolay Kirkov Sofia, Bulgaria
Producer, Animator, Compositing artist

Recent projects: 2017

enterstudio.bg

Nikolay Gerdjikov and I am a 2D digital artist and illustrator. I graduated 
The Krastyo Sarafov National Academy of Theatre and Film Arts, anima-
tion specialty. I’ve  participated in two short movies as an animator un-
der the direction of Boris Despodov , and for ful-length animation of Anri 
Kulev. Since 2010 I am working as a 2D artist in the Game industry for 
leading companies in Bulgaria, having an experience and as a freelance 
illustrator and working out for an American’s project for a Trading Card 
Game. Director of cartoons, storyboard production, animation, special 
effects, 3d, concept art and digital illustration.

Nikolay Gerdzhikov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017
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Nikolay, a.k.a. Nixon is a seasoned trainer in 3D Graphics, Rendering and 
a certified V-Ray Instructor. He is CEO and lead designer of the mobile 
app for the entertainment  industry CastFolio and one of the founders 
and editor-in-chief of CGArt social network. Since 1998, he has been 
working as an animator, producer and visualization expert for advertis-
ing, architectural, TV, film and web projects. Following his graduation in 
‘Animation’ at New Bulgarian University, Sofia, he became a lecturer at 
the University of Architecture, Civil Engineering and Geodesy. Nikolay is 
in charge of International relations for Golden Kuker Animation Festival, 
as well as a jury member of Computer Space forum.

Nikolay Mihaylov Sofia, Bulgaria
Director, Producer, Animator

Recent projects: Innovative Teachers doc 2018

www.nixonanim.com

In love with visual arts. Anything from graphic and web design, typogra-
phy and photography to animation and illustration. Started out drawing 
with a pencil as a kid, copying Disney classics and the Turtle Ninjas, later 
in life found the miracle of digital arts and drawing with a tablet and 
haven’t stopped doing it ever since. Worked in various companies and 
governments as a graphic designer, concept artist, freelancer and inter-
national spy. Currently striving to hone my skills as an artist and expand 
my portfolio :)

Nikolay Popov Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Character designer and Concept Artist

Recent projects: 2017

behance.net/nicknp 
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Orlin is an animator, storyboard and concept artist from Sofia, who is 
driven by an unbridled passion for comic books, animation and VFX. 
Orlin holds B.F.A. degree in Computer Animation from The Art Institute, 
and has worked for some of the best names in the industry. In his free 
time he enjoys spending time with his son, going to the movies, or Para-
gliding. Some of the artists that had a great influence on him  and Orlin 
deeply admires are: Richard Williams, Enrique Breccia, Anton Trayanov, 
Hayao Miyazaki, Greg Capullo and Alex Ross. Orlin works full time and 
does freelance work regularly.

Orlin Nikolov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, 3D Modeler, Storyboard Artist, Concept Artist 

Recent projects: 2017

www.orlinsvision.com
86
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Peter has been working in the present days in Ubisoft - Sofia as a 3D 
animator on Assassin’s Creed games. Before that, he worked as a gener-
alist, classic and 3D animator and storyboard artist in Bulgaria, Hungary 
and Croatia. In 1996 he graduated from NATFA in Sofia. During his edu-
cation he created the animation for the video clip “Nothing” - Pyromania 
band, make ups, costumes and special effects of two short films. He also 
has a diploma in ceramics from the Special Art School - Troyan, Bulgaria.

Peter Popdonev Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Storyboard artist, Director

Recent projects: 2017

 

Peter is one of the most senior comic books artists and illustrators in Bulgaria, 
honorary with the „Graviton“ award for his contribution to bulgarian sci-fi. He 
is the author of the comics: “Bubbachko”, “Caramel Mu, Puki and galactic 
pirates”. “Kombat with Cassandra”, “The Fortress of the Immortals”, “The Is-
land of Treasures” and “Jantar” in the magazine “Rainbow” (Daga) and “BOR” 
and “Radul” (co-authored by Yevgeny Yordanov) in a magazine “Chuden 
Svyat”. He illustrated the covers of books by Stephen King and Dean Kunz in 
Bulgarian. In 2012 he received the “Constantine Constantinov” award for his 
contribution to book publishing for children. 2012, 10-th International salone 
of comics, Belgrade - award for best clasical comics. 2012 - First Annual 
Awards “Book for you” - award for the best cover. Max Brooks 2014.

Petar Stanimirov Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept Art, Illustration

Recent projects: 2017

peterstan.com 
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Petya is happily married with two lovely daughters. She has a BA in 
Animation from New Bulgarian University, but for the past 10 years, her 
character designs are mainly turned into tatoos. She’s also proud to be 
a part of the Golden Apple series. Her latest project for the last 3 years 
is called “Liska”- a personal cartoon design of a fox. Liska is the main 
character of funny books and comics. Liska is a part of real life situations, 
that every working mom like her needs to deal with in the real life. Petya 
a super happy person, who travels a lot and enjoys life. She’s really hap-
py to have the chance to develop herself in the art career, where she has 
always wished to be.

Petya Evlogieva Sofia, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Painter

Recent projects: Liska 2017

www.лиска.com

Since childhood, Plamen was creative and has many Illustrations for 
cartoons in printed publications. He has done scripts, animation and 
directing of 5 animated films and participation in another hundred. He 
has been involved in the production of TV shows and series, anima-
tion-based visualizations over 750 hours. He realized logo design and 
branding projects in 10 countries. 

Now he’s dealing with a TV project with 3D real-time cartoon characters...

Plamen Prokopiev Sofia, Bulgaria
Producer, Director, Graphic designer

Recent projects: 2016 - 2017

paykodesign.blogspot.bg
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I am currently working as digital illustrator, content designer, developer 
and a part time slave for my cat Pipi. I have always been interested in 
drawing and animation, but my main speciality is Japanese language and 
Classical Japanese literature. Lucky for me, I have found a way to com-
bine both of my passions and for the last few years I have been devel-
oping educational apps and games for the Japanese Ministry of Culture 
and other Japanese institutions at Team OKINA Ltd. My fortes are user 
interface design, as well as 2D graphics and animation.

Petko Slavov Sofia, Bulgaria
Graphic Designer, Animator 

Recent projects: 2017

team-okina.com

Robert has been working as an animator and layout artist since 1989. 
He has an animation degree from NATFA “Krastyo Sarafov” in Sofia. He 
worked with many animation studios such as:  Nelvana Ltd. CANADA,    
Pannonia Film-Budapest, Rothkirch Cartoon Film, TV-Loonland AG.,   
MEDIAFRAME LTD. UK, Beta/Taurus Film(Kirch Group), Rai Fiction – 
Marcenaro Interactive, La Fabrique-France & Kesckemet Animation 
Sudio- Hungary, Caligari film-Germany, Studio Baestarts-Hungary, 
CINEMON STUDIO BUDAPEST among others.

Robert Popov Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Animator, Layout artist, Illustrator

Recent projects: 2017

robertpopovart.blogspot.bg
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Rositsa is a character animator and illustrator from Bulgaria and here I 
would like to share with you some of my art work. Enjoy! 

Rositsa Vangelova Sofia, Bulgaria
Character Designer, Illustrator 

Recent projects: 2017

rosievangelova.deviantart.com

Rumen is a cartoon and animation artist and director, born in Sofia in 1948. Fate led 
him to graduate from Sofia Art School in 1967. He became one of the artists of the 
comics magazine „Rainbow“. In the autumn of 1969, he started working at „Boyana“ 
Cinema center as an animator and was influenced by many, but mostly from director 
Donyo Donev. Rumen has made a myriad of films, many of which received awards at 
international animation festivals. He values most the 1984 Cannes “Palm d’Or”, for the 
film “Marriage”, completed in collaboration with Slav Bakalov. Rumen created the first 
Bulgarian animation feature “Treasure   Planet” in 1982. In recent years, Rumen has 
worked as on TV series, such as “Tom and Jerry,” “Johnny Bravo”, “Dexter’s Laboratory,” 
“Cow and Chicken” and others. Since 1998, alongside his work on animation projects, 
he teaches Direction in animation at the CALARTS Institute in California.

Rumen Petkov Los Angeles, USA
Animation, Direction, Art Direction

Recent projects: 2017
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Rusen is a 3D and 2D concept artist. He received a Bachelor’s degree in 
Industrial Design from the Technical University in Sofia, Bulgaria. He is 
very well versed in 3D modelling and sculpting with ZBrush and 3dsMax. 
Rusen is also very fond of digital drawing using Photoshop. He has good 
skills in traditional drawing and excellent knowledge of form and volume, 
lights, shadows and colour.

Rusen Nanov Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept Design, 3D Modeling

Recent projects: Casino games for Euro Games Technology Ltd.

rusen-nanov.wixsite.com/portfolio

Sabin is from Ruse, where he finished high where he finished art school. 
He began his artistic development, working in illustration and graphic. 
He won a scholarship with The Elizabeth Greenshields Foundation, Can-
ada. In 1999 he became a member of the Society for Art of Imagination 
and started painting in the style of Viena School of Fantastic Realism. 
He participated in numerous exhibitions, living in various countries like 
France, Holland and Austria. In 2005, he began to explore concept art 
for games, working in Haemimont Games in Sofia, where he was a vital 
part of several game releases. After that, he continued to work as part of 
the team of Ubisoft Sofia. 

Sabin Boykinov Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept Art, Illustration

Recent projects: Аssasins Creed Origins 2017, Tropico 5

sabinart.blogspot.bg
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Sava is fascinated by the fantastic world of art since early age. He studied 
animation in NATFA, Sofia until 2012. During that time some of his stu-
dent works were selected and won prizes in variety of festivals all around 
the globe. Since then he has constantly been working as freelancer on a 
lots of different projects – animations, illustrations, comic books. Sava is 
always open to new challenges – the more epic they are the better. 

Sava Komitski Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Illustrator, Director

Recent projects: 2017

vimeo.com/user9954657

Silviya is a cheerful, well-mannered person, with a positive look on life 
and a great love for film and ladybugs. She has been involved with 
painting and art her whole life and regards animation as a natural 
extension of all that. Silviya works in the field of 2D animation (both 
digital and traditionally drawn), character design, concept art and board 
game illustration. Her debut animated film “Midnight elegy” has been 
selected by more than 30 festivals around the world and has won 
numerous awards. In her spare time Silviya curates programmes and 
organizes events with animated films. She is also a member of The 
Union of Bulgarian Filmmakers.

Animator, Illustrator, Motion Designer, Artist 
Silviya Ivanova Sofia, Bulgaria

Recent projects: Midnight elegy 2017

silviya.penpressured.com
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Silviya is a freelance artist and animator. She has an MA in animation in 
Donyo Donev’s class at NAFTA. Her debut “Dali”( 2002) participated in 
the “Golden Riton” festival and the International exhibition of comics and 
animation in Constance, Romania. She has finished a puttet animation 
course in Boyana Film Studio. She worked as an animation in M-Tel, as 
well as a costume designer for the feature “LOVE.NET”, produced by 
Miramar Film. Her graduation film “With you“, participated in numerous 
international film festivals and won several awards.

Silviya Vladimirova Sofia, Bulgaria
illustrator, Animator, Costume designer

Recent projects: 2017

behance.net/silvestrina 

Simeon was born in 1977 in Lovech, Bulgaria. In 1991 began studying at 
the High School of Fine Arts in Sofia. In 1996 he studied Major Painting 
аt the National Academy of Arts. An year later he decided to switch to 
Animation Direction in NATFA, Sofia where he graduated with a Mas-
ter’s degree in 2009. His animation shorts “Five times“ and “Portals“ 
have been screens in many festivals all over the world and won several 
awards. Currently he works as a director and artist in various projects.

Simeon Sokerov Sofia, Bulgaria
Director, Art Director, Illustrator

Recent projects: There 2017

simeonsokerov.com
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Since early childhood, Stanislav was fond of painting and coloring. That’s why, 
after graduating from the high school of arts in hometown of Burgas, he con-
tinued to study art at New Bulgarian University and finished his Bachelor’s 
degree in 2012. He took part in many artistic competitions and I received 
several Olympiads. He also draws comic books and illustrated children tales 
and interesting studies. He creates his art using digital painting techniques in 
Photoshop, with the help of Wacom tablets.

Stanislav Karmashikov Burgas, Bulgaria
Illustrator, Background artist, Concept artist

Recent projects: 2017

skarmashikov.daportfolio.com

Stefan works in 2D and 3D Animation, Cinematography and Photography. His 
projects involve Graphic design, Stage design in Visual arts(VFX), Illustration 
and caricature. Works in Cultural institutions, Media and Advertising. He has 
many participations in exhibitions, film festivals and TV programs in Bulgaria, 
Turkey, Italy, Australia, France and Russia.
2013 – Award for computer graphics of Foundation ANNA LINDH – Festival of 
EUROMED Contemporary Arts “Culture Versus Crisis”
2006 – Award for his animation of the film “The crow, the fox and the cheese” 
– 9th Eurasian Academy of Television and Radio, Moscow
2003 – Master of animation in New Bulgarian University.

Stefan Marinov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Director, Illustrator

Recent animations: vimeo.com/stefanmarinov

stefanmarinov.webs.com 
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Bulgarian animator Svilen Dimitrov was born 1980 in Varna, Bulgaria. He 
started drawing at the tender age of 5 and completed his first animated 
short at 11. In 1998 his obsession with the moving image led him to the 
Bulgarian National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts. In 2004 Svilen 
Dimitrov created several minutes of animation for the Oscar-nominated 
documentary “Super Size Me”. “The Air Ace”(2007), Svilen’s  graduation 
film, has been selected in the “Generation” section of Berlinale 2008. 

Svilen Dimitrov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animation, Direction, Compositing

Recent projects: The Magic Cake of Auntie Bantie (2015)

svilendimitrovart.blogspot.bg 
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Sybilla started working as an animator back when she was 14 years, 
working for the past 21 years. She founded Grozen Entertainment in 
2010 and currently is a producer, director and editor of a reality game 
show for comic book artists at www.comixbox.tv. She’s had a great deal 
of experience, making money out of thin air, producing talented people, 
crowdfunding campaigns, writing projects to finance the enterprise. 
Advertising campaigns and general management of a corporation with a 
comic book publishing and art books, cultural organization, production 
house, an animation studio, toys, clothing and accessories manufacturer 
and an art educational center.

Sybilla Koritareva Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Illustrator, Producer

Recent projects: `ZIA & THE DRA-KON: An Adventure At The Top Of The World`

grozen.com  / comixbox.tv
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Toma Genov specializes in 3D feature films, animated TV series, com-
mercials, music videos and games. In 2012, he received his Bachelor’s 
degree from the New Bulgarian University in Sofia, Bulgaria, majoring 
in Animation directing. His focus of interest is the animation process. 
Having a musical family background, early piano training, and experience 
as choir singer and dancer in a soul band from his college years made 
him an artistically inclined and communicative person with an instinctive 
feeling for rhythm. Genov has also continued to follow the trend of his 
high school education as classical artist. 

Toma Genov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Illustrator, Graphic designer

Recent projects: Battle of Drones (2017), London Has Fallen (2016)

vimeo.com/genovember 

Tsvetan is a Bulgarian artist born in 1983 in the city of Plovdiv. He grad-
uated Stage and Production design at the Academy of Music, Dance and 
Fine Arts in Plovdiv and Animation in The Academy of Arts at Novi Sad, 
Serbia. He works in different fields of art - illustration, design, calligraphy 
photography and graffiti and has participated in a number of exhibitions 
in Bulgaria and Europe.

Tsvetan Uzunov Bulgaria
Concept artist, Illustrator, Background artist

Recent projects: 2017

cdart.eu 
109
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Tsvetelin grew with much interest in tech gadgets, games and movies, 
but always had a passion for drawing. Creating art for games and movies 
started as a high school hobby for him and he was happy enough to 
have the chance and turn this into a career. 

In his spare time he enjoys travelling, watching movies, playing video 
games, photography, sketching and painting oudoors. Tsvetelin gets 
inspired by artists like Syd Mead, Doug Chang, Vance Kovacs, Iain Mccaig, 
Craig Mullins and many more. He works inhouse but also does freelance 
work occasionally.

Tsvetelin Krastev Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept Art, Illustration, Visual Development

Recent projects: Assasin’s Creed Origins, 2017

tsvetelinkrastev.carbonmade.com

Valeri is likes to blend themes of pop culture with techniques reminis-
cent of the old masters. His field of experimentation so far has been in 
the film and video game industry. He was born in 1986 in Kazanlak and 
at an early age, felt inevitably drawn to painting. He would not exactly 
call himself self-taught, since he has always looked up to other artists 
and tried to reproduce what he liked in his own work. Seduced by other 
artistic influences, Valeri creates a world in which something dark always 
lurks beneath the surface - a subtle disquiet, which leaves the viewer 
confronted with and inhabited by his own subconscious.’’

Valeri Petkov Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept artist, Illustrator, Painter

Recent projects: 2017

artstation.com/artist/ValeriePetkov

tsvetelinkrastev.carbonmade.com
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Valentin is also a member of the Union of Shumen`s Artists and he’s 
engaged in the committee of two International animation film festivals. 
He uses digital technologies, while staying extremely faithful to the tradi-
tions of the cartoons and animations. Few of his cartoon productions are 
part of a broadcasting campaign of the National Humor Fest – Zevzek 
2011- 2017. His animated shorts were presented in many international 
film festivals, winning several awards. His caricatures were published in 
few national magazines and Nasreddin Hoja Fest 2014 - 2016 collections 
taking place in the Nasreddin Hodja Museum.

Valentin Atanasov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Illustrator, Director

Recent projects: 2017

zograf.org
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Velislava was born 1986 in Sofia, Bulgaria and graduated with a Master’s 
degree of animation directing from New Bulgarian University. Her films 
“The Lighthouse” 2009 and “The Blood” 2012 have been screened to      
numerous international film festivals and have been certified with repu-
table awards. She was also selected at the prestigious Berlinale   Talent 
Campus. She works as a freelance art director, storyboard artist and 
animator. In 2014 she founded her own production company in Sofia – 
“Red Stroke” and realized her last short animation film “Firebird” 2017.

Velislava Gospodinova Sofia, Bulgaria
Director, Art director, Animator

Recent projects: Firebird 2017

velislavagospodinova.com

Vladimir is a film concept artist, author and illustrator with over twenty 
five years of experience in the film industry. He has worked with all major 
film studios, like: Warner Bros, Sony Pictures, Universal, Paramount, Fox, 
Disney, on features like Harry Potter, Stuart Little, The Polar Express, A 
Christmas Carol, Alice in Wonderland, and many others. Vladimir is also 
the co-author and illustrator of the books The Moon Rock, Oliver’s Tan-
trums and the young adult novel Archipelago N.Y. Vladimir is the writer/
producer/director and designer of the animated short film FLUTTER.

Vladimir Todorov Los Angeles, USA
Director, Illustrator, Animator

Recent projects: Flutter 2017

vladimirtodorov.com 
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Viktor is an artist and describes his style of painting is astral postrealism. 
He was born as creator, just like every human being, and was lucky that 
my parents have made him happy by tossing over the pencils to his side. 
Ever since childhood, he hasn’t stopped creating, this is his life. His favor-
ite creative areas are painting, animation and Game design. He likes to 
experiment, no matter what the task and has seven solo exhibitions.

Sometimes he has fun by making sculptures and Architecture
Keep on creating…

Viktor Mazhlekov Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Painting, Art Direction, Game Design

Recent projects: 2017

mazhlekov.com

Vladislav Tomov graduated in animation direction from the National 
Academy for Theatre and Film Arts, where he was a student of Donyo 
Donev’s. He worked for studios in Bulgaria, Belgium and Hungary, was an 
assistant professor at the National Academy for Theatre and Film Arts, 
and is currently involved in advertising and graphic design. He teaches 
animation and advertising at a private college.

Vladislav Tomov Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Director, Graphic Designer

Recent projects: 2017

youtube.com/user/gostttt
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Yavor Kalachev is an artist, storyboard creator, character designer and 
award winning director. He is also completing visual solutions for many 
animated ads and projects since 1980 till now. Yavor is a director of 12 
films and producer of 5 films. He was supervisor in several major ani-
mation productions like Phantasie & Phantasus, Global Bears Rescue, 
Anatole and Lil Bush Show. His films have been selected in many festi-
vals around the world. 

Yavor Kalachev Sofia, Bulgaria
Animator, Art director, Director

Recent projects: 2017

animafilmbg.com 

Yonko finished his Master’s degree in Animation directing from New 
Bulgarian University in 2012. Filmography: “Counterproductive” - 2007 
“Civilization” - 2010 “Longing” - 2012 10. He has participated in several 
international cartoon forums and presented a project for children’s ani-
mated series “Frogy and Frogrance” in Annecy, France, and the Cartoon 
Forum (Toulouse, France) in 2014. 
Currently he’s working on “The circle of 99” by Jorge Bucay.

Yonko Donev Sofia, Bulgaria
Art director, Director, Producer

Recent projects: 2017
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Yoanna started drawing as a little kid and art has been a forever faithful 
companion in her life ever since. She studied at the National School of 
Applied Arts “Saint Luca” Sofia. After graduation, Yoanna began her ca-
reer as a colorist and illustrator for amilova.com. Between 2012 - 2015, 
she worked  as an illustrator at Imperia Online, having an amazing time 
there, but eventually decided to experience a freelance career. Yoanna is 
currently a freelance artist, doing what she loves!

Yoanna Viktorova Sofia, Bulgaria
Concept Artist, Illustrator, Storyboard Artist

Recent projects: 2017

drawly.info
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